… but what
about shape?

Engineering

The engineering domain is lagging far behind dozens of industries that
have generated tremendous value from recognizing patterns in large datasets. The amount of a
transaction, an address, eye color or a medical diagnosis can be accurately and easily expressed
in text and are therefore well designed for Big-Data Analytics. In contrast, engineering data

(CAD) is unstructured and far more difficult for computer algorithms to parse and comprehend.
Nevertheless, shape is a part characteristic that is highly correlated with function, cost, efficiency
and performance measures related to parts. Therefore, tremendous value can be gained from
applying analytic techniques to engineering data. Analytics is crucial for the insight to both
frame questions and query answers, such as:

Why do these parts with shape similarity of 98%, have a cost variance of 32%?
Is standardization viable for these sixteen parts with greater than 99% similarity?
Why do we have six suppliers for essentially the same part, and in only one case are
we maximizing the volume discount?
How many proprietary and supply chain parts in our newly acquired division are
identical or highly similar to our existing parts?
Why do these 97% similar parts have a 28% variance in load capacity?

Shape is the Ideal Dimension for Engineering Analytics
For decades engineering has, out of necessity, reluctantly relied on text-based hierarchical
descriptors to classify and search for parts, e.g., bolt, hex, diameter, length, pitch, etc. The
weaknesses of this approach are many, and as the world globalizes, the problem is exacerbated
by the importance of additional languages. Other representations of shape have been
attempted, such as shape abstraction and parametric substitution, but these methods have also
fallen short. In contrast,
Shape is intrinsic, unique, universal and isn’t subject to human error, perception or language
preference for descriptor assignment.
Shape is correlated with many engineering elements where analytics provides value, such as
function, manufacturing cost, manufacturing time, purchase cost, warranty cost,
performance, duplication, substitution, standardization and so on.
Shape, however, is complex to capture from three-dimensional virtual objects such as CAD
models, point cloud models or laser scans.


Real parts do not fit neatly into standard shapes such as squares, spheres or cylinders
and are therefore very difficult to define mathematically or otherwise.



Parts can be identical in shape except for scale.



Parts can be identical in function except for being left-handed vs. right-handed.



CAD models are saved at different orientations or translation.



Organizations have a mix of CAD formats and individual parts are also grouped into
assemblies which lack parametric data.

Historical Attempts to Create a Method for Shape-Based Analytics
The concept of classifying and searching for models and parts by shape is an old idea. How
many times has an engineer thought, I want a model like …, envisioning a part that he or she
could easily sketch on paper but can’t find in the database?
Starting in this century, with the continued growth of 3D CAD, numerous attempts have been
made to encode a shape signature from a 3D model for classification and search by shape.
However, each has lacked the accuracy and scalability to provide a commercially viable solution.
1. Abstraction – Techniques such as silhouetting
or skeletal thinning (Figure 1) attempt to
manage 3D complexity by reducing the 3D
model to a simplified 2D graph. This
technique requires shedding a tremendous
amount of information, plaguing the results
with both accuracy and false positive
Figure 1: Skeletal Thinning
problems. Search is attempted via graph
matching, but graph matching is known to be
an NP-complete problem. As a result, the
complexity of the search increases exponentially as a function of the database size.
2. Attributes – The rise of PLM / PDM databases required continued reliance on text-based
attribute schemes to enable both classification and search. Filenames and other attribute
descriptions were supposed to be the breadcrumbs that allowed data to be classified,
managed and searched, but attributes rely on humans, and humans are unreliable. Human
error, along with cultural perception and language differences, result in missing attributes
or non-compliant attributes, creating an opaqueness that makes data difficult to manage
and search. Some models become invisible to text-based queries, while other queries
return a confusing list of duplicate items. The irony is that PLM and PDM systems can’t
comprehend the key element they are designed to manage – shape.

Organizationally Compliant Attribute: Bearing-Rod Assembly
Search Term:

‘Axle’

“No Results Found”

Search Term:

‘組裝桿和軸承’

“No Results Found”

Figure 2

The irony is that PLM databases can’t comprehend the key
element their designed to manage - shape.
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Recognizing that human error in the assignment of attributes was inevitable, datacleansing became a popular concept to repair the attribute problems of PLM / PDM
systems. However, the ability to find and fix missing or non-compliant attributes was
almost uniformly unsuccessful because:


Data cleansing is extremely difficult to automate; some errors are difficult to detect
and resolution almost always requires manual inspection of model geometry to
determine what compliant attribute value should be applied;



Uncertain ROI of data-cleansing projects, along with growing industry consensus
that such projects were at best a quagmire, make budgeting nearly impossible.

In the end, data cleansing achieved such a poor reputation that, in some organizations,
even mentioning data-cleansing became forbidden.

One reason early classification schemes failed to catch on is that they required people to classify parts according
to complex numerical systems that required human judgment. The systems weren’t effective because every
person classifies parts slightly differently, according to Jim Doxey, manager of engineering information systems
at Novellus Systems. The early classification systems worked on 2D geometry – on rotational parts at best. But
when people tried to classify complex parts, the systems broke down.
Shape Indexing May Help Part Re-use, Stephen Wolfe, PE, Cyon Research Corporation

3. Parameter Substitution – Most recently, there has been a return to utilizing parametric
values as a surrogate for shape. There is some logic that, if two parts have identical
volume, they may indeed be duplicate items. However, there are several problems:


A key difference in a part design, such as a hole location, can allow parts that are
intentionally different to have identical surface area or volume and therefore be falsely
reported as identical;



Right and left hand versions of parts have the same
parametric values but aren’t identical;



Parametric data is typically not available in
the PLM;



Parametric data is not available for
assemblies in the PLM;



The condition of Similarity is often more
important than Identical. However,
loosening the tolerance to less than identical
begins to return a quickly growing number
of false positive results.

Volume
+ Surface Area
= Shape

Potential Use Cases of Shape Analytics in the Engineering Domain
There are numerous use cases for shape analytics in the engineering domain, leading to the
potential for return on investment. Some of the most important include:
1. Search
a. Model reuse / Part reuse
b. Should-cost estimation
c. Substitution
2. Analytics
Analytics differs from search in that it involves a many-to-many analysis of a dataset,
intended to identify patterns and correlations, rather than a discrete search for specific
data.
a. Duplication Detection
i. Reduction of inventory carrying cost
ii. Supplier consolidation
b. Similarity Detection
i. Standardization
ii. Design problem solving

Competitive advantage from institutional knowledge

iii. Acquisition

Identify overlap of both proprietary and vendor parts

3. Classification
A classification by shape allows the alignment of similarly shaped models with data
correlated with shape for analysis.
a. Variance detection

similarly shaped models should have similar
manufacturing cost, purchase cost, performance,
warranty cost and the like, allowing variances to be
detected and analyzed.

b. Non-compliant attributes

similarly shaped models should have identical or nearidentical attributes.

c. Assignment of attributes

Sub-groups of similarly shaped models can have
attributes assigned using automated methods, i.e.,
since we know what kind of part the model is, we can
automatically assign the correct attribute regardless of
whether the existing attribute is correct, incorrect or
missing.
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Potential Return on Investment of Analytics in the Engineering Domain
Each of the use cases has significant return on investment (ROI) potential.
1. Standardization of Proprietary Parts. The duplication or functional duplication rate of
CAD models and production parts is substantial. Studies by Aberdeen place the typical
duplication rate well above 20% to as much as 40%, and the carrying cost of a single
duplicate part starting at $4,500 to more than $20,000 annually due to loss of economics
of scale, loss of volume discounts,
as well as larger inventory and
administrative costs.
A Fortune 100 manufacturer of
industrial equipment studied the
cost of duplication and found in
one example that its consolidation
of two highly similar parts resulted
in greater than $10,000 of annual
savings (Figure 3).
Table 1 shows the savings potential
for eliminating duplication in two
scenarios.

x
x
x

Figure 3

Scenario 1
Scenario 2
100,000
100,000 Size of Dataset
5%
10% Redundancy Rate
$1,500
$4,500 Value of Eliminating Redundancy
3
5 # of Years
$22,500,000 $225,000,000
Table 1

According to our research, as many as 30 to 40 percent of manufacturers’ parts are duplicates or have
acceptable substitutes,” said Jim Brown, vice president of Global Innovation & Engineering Research at
Aberdeen Group. When you consider that the annual carrying cost for each new part can range from $4,500 to
$23,000 per item, the value of a part reuse strategy that includes advanced search tools to help significantly
reduce part redundancy is clear.
Technology Answers for the Global Value Chain, February 2007, Aberdeen Group Design Reuse Benchmark Report

2. Elimination of Duplicate Supplier Parts. While OEMs generally avoid sole-source supply
scenarios, in practice most organizations have numerous situations where a part has
several suppliers, and the OEM is not maxing the volume discount for any one vendor.
Table 2 provides an estimation of a single instance of a cost variance between two
suppliers. If there
Supplier A
Supplier B
were just 100 items in
8,000
6,000 Number of Parts Purchased
the OEM’s catalog
x
57.50
75.96 Price per Unit
with a similar
x
$110,745 Amount over paying
situation, the
x
5 # of Years
unnecessary cost
$553,725
would be greater than
Table 2
$55MM annually.
3. Avoiding New Model Duplication. Part reuse is a common goal of many engineering
organizations, but most lack:


Tools that enable accurate, comprehensive and convenient search for existing models
that might meet the new design objective.



Methods to identify when reuse has occurred and thereby provide incentives and
rewards for model reuse.



Methods to identify when model reuse did not occur but probably should have, i.e.,
the newly committed part is 98% similar to a previously existing model.

A Department of Defense study1 on part reuse calculated a $20,175 cost to add a new part
to inventory. Table 3 details the conservative ROI potential of avoiding the unnecessary
costs of design, prototyping, qualification and tooling using $5,000 (scenario 1) and
$10,000 (scenario 2) as the average cost to add a new part.

x
x
x
x
=

Scenario 1
50
10
10%
50
$2,500
$125,000

Scenario 2
50
20
20%
200
$10,000
$2,000,000

x
x
x

1,500
3
$225,000

4,500 Carrying Cost
5 # of Years
$4,500,000 Avoidable Exp - Carrying Cost

=

$350,000

$6,500,000 Total Savings from Reuse

Number of Design Engineers
New Models per Engineer per Year
Redundancy Rate
New Unnecessary Models
Design & Qualification Cost / Part
Avoidable Exp - Design and Qualifying

Table 3

1

Reduce program Costs Through Parts Management, The Parts Standardization and Management Committee,
Defense Standardization Program
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4. Should-Cost Estimation. Engineers spend considerable time estimating the cost of
manufacturing new parts. An alternative method is to analyze the cost of
manufacturing a highly similar existing part. The new design will likely require highly
similar processes, machine time, tooling, labor, materials and fixtures. By quickly
identifying similar models through shape-based search, an engineer can tap into the
institutional knowledge of the organization. The unnecessary expense of cost
estimation is shown in Table 4.

x
x
=
=

Scenario 1
50
1,920
10%
192
$63
$600,000

Scenario 2
50
1,920
20%
384
$63
$1,200,000

Number of Design Engineers
Hours Per Year
% of capacity spent on cost estimation
Search Hours
Value per Hour
Cost of Inefficient Search
Table 4

5. Communities of Expertise. Large enterprises segregate expertise, which leads to a
loss of synergy. By monitoring patterns in the search function, it is possible to identify
scenarios where individuals can be brought together.
Why is the controls group repeatedly interrogating brake assemblies? Should the
controls group and brake designers be brought together in a unified community of
expertise?

Seeking a Solution for Shape-Based Analytics
The engineering enterprise clearly has an opportunity to extract tremendous utility and value
from shape-based analytics. What is needed is a technology capable of capturing shape from 3dimensional objects …, essentially capable of creating a geometric fingerprint…, a compressed
representation of the geometry of a CAD model. This would allow any model’s fingerprint to be
compared to any other model’s fingerprint and scored for similarity.

Figure 4

What is needed is a technology capable of capturing shape …,
essentially capable of creating a geometric fingerprint.

Required Characteristics of a Geometric Fingerprint


Accurate with high resolution to capture full detail of the CAD model from all
perspectives, including minor features and internal geometry.



Universal, allowing comparison regardless of the CAD model format, and useful for both
discrete parts as well as assemblies.



Scalable for fast comparison within multi-million model databases.



Secure so that fingerprints can be shared between departments or even organizations.



Intelligent in order to provide a continuum of similarity allowing any model to be scored
for similarity to any other model, rather than just a binary result where two items are
compared and reported as identical or not-identical.



Orientation Invariant, so that CAD models can be saved at any perspective and not affect
the resulting fingerprint, i.e., the same CAD model, saved at different perspectives, should
produce an identical geometric fingerprint.



Translation Invariant, so that CAD models can be created using any translated
coordinates in the CAD environment and not affect the resulting fingerprint.
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An Evolving Market
In the past few years several products have entered the market promising shaped-based search
and conceivably shape-based analytics. A closer look, however, reveals that these technologies
rely on graph matching or parameter substitution – methods that fall short of the technical
requirements of a geometric fingerprint.
A New Approach
In the early 2000s the National Science Foundation supported a High Risk / High Impact
research project combining pattern recognition HDMC2 techniques for shape capture from
virtual objects such as CAD models and laser scans. That research was commercialized into a
product named CADSEEK by iSEEK
Corporation.
CADSEEK was introduced to the
engineering market in the early 2000s by
iSEEK Corporation as a geometric search
solution, and has been adopted by such
leading organizations as John Deere, Embraer
and Kohler. These organizations have
determined CADSEEK to be a credible
technology capable of providing high return
on investment (ROI) 3 from part reuse,
substitution analysis, should-cost estimation
and numerous other use-cases enabled by
search.
Now, iSEEK Corporation has added an
analytics module that can be deployed either
within or across very large datasets for
pattern discovery or data analysis.

“How to Google’
CAD.”
Does CADSEEK Meet the Technical Challenge of Geometric Fingerprinting?
CADSEEK is proprietary, universal, surface-based technology for capturing a compressed
signature or geometric fingerprint TM from a virtual 3-dimensional object such as a CAD model or
laser scan. The fingerprint contains the rich detail of the CAD model, including internal
geometry, and has a format that makes each fingerprint intrinsically comparable to those of
other models, allowing shape-based classification, search and analytics.
In specific terms, each geometric fingerprint is a long series of numbers produced by the
encoding algorithm in a process that takes less than a second for some models, and a few
2
3

Huge Data Multidimensional Classification

John Deere determined CADSEEK provided +100% ROI within eight months of deployment.

seconds for other, more complex models or assemblies. . The resulting string of numbers is not
an arbitrary serial number, but is instead a specific description of shape encompassing even fine
features and internal geometry. Once the encoding process is complete, the classification
process occurs to create an index. In simplistic terms, the more similar any two of the numbers
created during the encoding process, the more similar the geometric shapes.

27458745231525444856786 …

CREO Model
27458745231525444856786 …

CREO Model
273456751478456848865124 …

CATIA Model

Shape Index
27458745231525444856786 …

684512569415787458932567 …

27458745231525444856786 …
273456751478456848865124 …

294784126458756845684658 …

294784126458756845684658 …

Solidworks Assembly
684512569415787458932567 …

STL File

[--------------- Encoding ------------- ]

[------------------------------- Classification ----------------------------]
Similar fingerprints coalesce in the index, creating
an automated classification process.
Figure 5

Characteristics of a CADSEEK Geometric Fingerprint
Proprietary

CADSEEK is a patented, multi-disciplinary approach to capturing shape, and is
the only known technique that doesn’t rely on either simplifying geometry or
using surrogates such as parametric data.

High
Resolution

A CADSEEK geometric fingerprint captures minor features, variations in
curvature and internal geometry, creating impressive ability to differentiate
parts.

Universal

CADSEEK is capable of encoding CAD models of all popular native formats
including assemblies, standard formats such as STL and IGES, laser scans and
point cloud data.

Scalable

CADSEEK’s search and classification structure is a comparison of numeric values
allowing incredibly fast comparisons even in multi-million item datasets.

Compressed

A CADSEEK fingerprint is a very small fraction in size of the original CAD model
or CAD assembly allowing the creation of large, scalable indexes with fast
search and analytics capability.
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Invariant

CADSEEK geometric fingerprints are created without regard for the orientation
or translation (position) of the CAD model in the design environment. This
means that the same model, saved at a different orientation or position will
result in exactly the same fingerprint.

Intelligent

A one-to-one-comparison of CAD models is not sufficient for shape-based
analytics. Analytics technology must have the intelligence to create a
continuum of similarity so that the description is not relative but rather is
absolute.
CADSEEK fingerprints are a description of shape that is not based on how one
shape relates to another, or how a shape refers to a static collection of shapes.
CADSEEK fingerprints are intrinsically comparable, i.e., just like 101 is
intrinsically comparable to 102, which is intrinsically comparable to 1,090,070
each CADSEEK fingerprint can be compared to any other fingerprint regardless
of source or when that fingerprint was added to the dataset.

Secure

CADSEEK fingerprints have been proven to be non-invertible. Encoding a
geometric fingerprint is a one-way process which does not allow the result to
be used to determine the shape of the object.

CADSEEK’s Toolset for Big Data Analytics in the Engineering Domain
CADSEEK’s new Analytics module moves beyond classification and search to provide automated,
large scale analytics within a single dataset or even across multiple datasets. It also allows
exporting of the data for analysis against other data correlated with shape such as cost,
performance, warranty and the like.
The Analytics module provides four new tools to query large engineering datasets.
1. Dataset Overview -- Duplication and Similarity Report
The CADSEEK Analytics Dataset Overview Report provides analysis of the overall level of
duplication and similarity within or across datasets at discrete increments (figure 7),
providing a visualization of the level of duplication or near-duplication within a dataset or
between datasets. Essentially, CADSEEK Analytics automatically compares all models in a
dataset to all other models in the dataset, or all models in one dataset against all models
in another dataset, the latter of which can be especially valuable in the context of a
company acquisition.

Figure 7
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2. Paired Comparison Report
The Paired Comparison report can be run within a dataset or across datasets. In a 100,000
model dataset, a Duplication Report has the effect of comparing each model in the dataset
to the remaining 99,999 models, resulting in an automated report of 9.999B comparisons
(100,000 * 99,999). Such reports can generally be run within a several hour period on
standard, mid-level PC hardware.

Model z32961.prt
is listed three times
because it is
identical to three
other models in the
dataset.
Later, the report
will have three lines
for model
I38815.prt showing
it is identical to
three models as
well.

Figure 8 - Duplication Report

3. Group Comparison Report
The Group Comparison Report is much like the Paired Comparison Report, but can be run
at a user-defined level of similarity, e.g.,
For each model in the dataset, show all models that have 97% or greater similarity.
Many times, the condition of similarity is even more important than duplication. Similarity
reveals:


Dense areas of highly similar parts where standardization may be useful.



Options for part substitution in the event of a stock out.



Models that were part of early design iteration, and which should be discarded.



Models of incremental stages of manufacturing or assembly, where perhaps new
attribute strategies should be considered so as to reduce data clutter.

Figure 10 shows an excerpt from a Group Comparison Report run to shows groups of
similar models at a 95% or greater level of similarity. Just like with the report for paired
models, the report for grouped models compares each model to all other models either
within or across datasets.
The report extract below (figure 9) shows that item 14139_40024_.prt has three similar
models in the dataset, two of which are 100% similar (identical) and one model that is
95.35% similar.

Figure 9 – Similarity Report

The ability to search for shape similarity across a database
turns every model into a potential standard part.
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4. Meta-Data Report
CADSEEK allows the importation of attribute fields and attribute values from the PLM or
other sources to augment CADSEEK’s shape-based search with text-based filters, e.g.,
Show all models similar to
‘material’.

with the attribute value ‘stainless’ in the attribute field

This allows the CADSEEK Analytics module to provide reporting of shape by attribute field
and attribute value.

Attribute values in use for attribute field #1

Attribute
Field #1

Attribute
Field #2

Attribute values in use for attribute field #2

Figure 10 – Meta-data Report

Users can drill through the report to get to specific data items, e.g., what models have the
value ‘fitting T’ as an attribute?
Attribute errors become obvious visually.

Figure 11 – Meta-data Sub-report for a Specific Attribute

While many organizations have given up on data cleansing projects, a CADSEEK meta-data
report provides a highly automated method to detect and correct attribute errors.

Attribute Management. The ability to extract the family structure from CADSEEK is also
useful for attribute management since all the parts in the family should have the same
attribute structure. Replacement of attributes with compliant values is straightforward and
automated.
CADSEEK
Family Members

Existing
Attribute Value

Replacement
Attribute Value

Duplex Roller Bearing

Duplex Roller Bearing

Roller Bearing

Duplex Roller Bearing

Duplex-Rollenlager

Duplex Roller Bearing

Figure 12

5. Exporting CADSEEK’s Shape-based Classification for Analysis Against other Data
A shape-based classification structure means the lack of attributes, or attribute errors, no
longer affects the ability to group and sort parts, allowing new analytic queries to be
performed both within CADSEEK and also by aligning CADSEEK families with data from
other sources that are correlated with shape, such as cost, performance, warranty or other
variables. Figure 12 shows a family of similar parts aligned with cost data to analyze cost
variances, based on the logic that highly similar parts should likely have highly similar cost.
CADSEEK
Shape Variance
Family Members from Standard

Cost Data from
External System

95.21%

149.27

99.65%

152.66

Cost Variance
from Standard
1.2%

3.5%
Are these duplicate items?

99.65%

97.8%

150.75

196.32
Figure 13
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2.2%

33.1%

Does a logical explanation
exist for the cost variance?

Numerous engineering parameters are related to shape allowing an almost endless
potential for analytics.
Why do these designs, with 97% shape similarity have a design time variance of 82%?
Why do these parts with 98.2% shape similarity have a warranty variance of 41%?
What is the degree of part similarity between the A1 and B1 models of our product?
What part do we have in stock that will substitute for a stocked-out part?

A shape-based classification means the ability
to group and sort parts is no longer affected by
missing attributes or attribute errors.

Summary
Shape has been long recognized as a superior method to classify three-dimensional shapes.
However, the inability to capture a reasonable accurate representation of the shape with textbased attributes, abstraction techniques or parametric substitution creates a significant
opportunity cost for the engineering enterprise.
CADSEEK’s proprietary techniques have been tested in real-world, diverse, large datasets, where
both accuracy and scale have been confirmed by credible organizations such as John Deere.
CADSEEK’s capabilities not only provide the ability to search for CAD models but provide the
accuracy and scale to be reliably used for classification and analytics.
Engaging iSEEK
CADSEEK can be provided as enterprise software, a cloud solution or as a service. More
information is available through the company website at www.iseekcorp.com or by emailing
sales@iseekcorp.com.

“iSEEK is a super promising startup that solves a very difficult problem in a brilliant way. Hard to explain in text,
but instantly intuitive in a demo. Basically, what iSEEK has built is an open-ended search engine that allows
users to broadly look for parts in an unstructured manner. You would instantly recognize the concept – and the
next evolutionary stage visual search and analytics functionality that iSEEK delivers.”
Daily Letter, Richard Davis and DJ Hynes, CANACCORD Genuity, 26 June 2013

We initially evaluated CADSEEK against all other shape-based search engines with a pilot of 50,000 CAD files.

CADSEEK was the hands down winner.
We found iSEEK to meet and exceed all expectations.
Brian Rugh, Deere & Company

CADSEEK has the functionality necessary to help our company reduce costs through several paths. CADSEEK can
improve reuse and repurposing of existing designs by rapidly identifying similar parts through both geometric
model based comparison and attribute based search engines. The tool can also rapidly identify existing duplicate
parts permitting cost savings through consolidation, standardization and part number reduction. iSEEK’s technical
expertise and proprietary approaches for geometric comparison have been well proven in our evaluations.”

Rick Mihelic, Engineering Systems Manager, Peterbilt Motors Company
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